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RS. GRACE GOE

Chihuahua Governor Flees.
Juarez, Mex., July SO. Governor
and Secretary ot
Felix Gutierrez
State Jose Maria Ponce de Leon, of
the rebel government of the s:ate of
Chihuahua, havo not been at (heir
offices in Juare since early yester
IS
ACCUSED OF AT
day. The i.'bel officers say tho fro- - WOMAN
ernor is 'ill, jut a rc.pon ib :unent
TEMPTING TO KILL HER HUS-- that the men have left-thcity for
BAND WHILE HE SLEPT.
"
u.
the United istat3).

ON TRIAL IP
ATLANTA

LIKE NAPOLEON'S

HARDSHIPS

,

Sanjhes: rrA His Command Arrive Near

EEB

MANN SMELLS RAT.
Washington,
July 30. When

F.IAY

IiIJ

W

OF

THE

EERY-'liMEE!AT-

the

house took up the conference report
WITNESS SAYS DEFENDANT HAD
of the Indian appropriation hill, MiEXPLANATION rWHEN TOLD
.
cernority Leader Mann charged that
OF THE SHOOTING.
tain senate amendments operated to

REVCLUTiON

robjhe Indians of their inheritance.

It Is Likely the Insurrectos, Sorely Harassed, Will Be Driven to
Abandon the Fiht Against the Madero Government-Refuge- es,
Arriving in El Paso, Are Given Best of Care Women
Sheltered and Men Aided in Securing Employment
have been taken away and the
mens and other Americans aro at the
mercy of those who would rob them.
They are not so much afraid of the
rebels as the camp followers and that
element which in any community in
any country, takes advantage of the
helpless to pillage and plunder.
The refugees have been housed
more comfortably chin most of them
expected, the officials of El Paso and
of the Mormon church having bean
able to secure some .mmense vacant
lumber sheds from which temporary
dormitories have been constructed.
The city has; put in Wter, sewerage
and lights and the Mormon church is
furnishing food to those unable to
left behind by General Sanjines, at buy It. Many of the refugees are
Colonia Oaxaca, with pack trains. All without clothing or vtengi's for cook'
the federals that could be muetered ing, but these are rajidly being pro'
made as
in northern Sonora fie now. here, vided and they are Veing
as
comfortable
possible.
mobilizaready to march to Ojitos for
Associated Press dispatches today
tion and then to advance to Casas
from the federal column of General
Grandes, the rebel capital.
reiu'foroeraeiuts froij Sanjlnos stating that five days ago
l
The
hff was within fifty miles of Casas
southern Soiiora fiT the Sanjt
Grandes were received by refugees
not
materialize.
did
command
Some believed
The advance of the rebel column with mingled feelings.
drive out the
to
able
be
would
he
southinto
of General Antonio Rojas
in their colorder
restore
rebels
and
ern Sonora through Dolores made It
that inas
feared
others
but
In
onies,
necessary to retain these troops
com- much as he had not yet appeared at
a
several
days
For
south.
the
fifty
mand of two hundred rebels has kept Casas Grandes, after being only
five days, ago, that he
miles
distant
Geneiai
of
federals
the
with
in touch
have met defeat, since they
Sanjines columns apparently feeling might
rebels went oui in strong
the
know
federal
of
the
Some
out his strength.
-on
numbers
too
Saturday last to meet
are
officials believe the rebehim.
it
that
and
federals
strong for the
was a mistake for the war departMay Use Flood Money.
ment to send the column into ChihuaWashington, July t 30. Efforts are
hua without reinforcementa
The trip over the mountains was being made to have the $1,000,000
.hard- unexpended balance of the money apaccompanied by many severe
talc-eto
be
propriated for the Missisippi flood
ships. The two cannon had
and
mules
sufferers diverted by congress for
toy
dragged
and
apart
refuat times soldiers had to lift the can- use in relief of the American
from
Paso
El
into
now
progresspouring
the
trail,
gees
in
rocks
Las Varas, Sonora,
July 25. (By
to Douglas; Ariz., July 30.)
Buffering haidships akin, to those of
Napoleon and his soldiers in crossing
the Alps, the Mexican federal column
of General Sanjines has crossed the
Sierra Madres, the Mexican Alps, and
Is now within fifty miles of Casas
Grandes, the rebel capital of Sonoia.
The column left Agua Prieta, Sonora,
and traveled southeast It Is now at
Las Varas on the eastern slope of the
continental divide.
General Blanco, with 500 federals,
Is at Ojitos, twenty miles away, on
the ranch owned by Admiral Lord
Charles Beresford, of England.' Only
a small detachment of federals was

Mor-Oour- ier

ci-u-;.'.-

n

non over
General
ing but a few feet at a time.
Sanjines will not remain here any
to rest nis
longer than necessary
men. He will move forwara to Casas
Grandes at once.

The rebels, several hundred strong,
with cannon and rapid fire guas, left
Casas Grandes Saturday for Ojitos,
was there.
having heard that lanco
battle has
a
that
It seems probable
been fought, as the rebels nad but
to reach the point
fifty miles to travel
were to rendezfederals
the
which
at
vous.

',

Mexico. The army there has aidet
the sufferers by giving them rentage
for temporary shelter. Order? have
been iBSued to send tents for 10,000
U
people immediately from St.Louits.
will be about three days before the
consignment reaches El
inSecretary Knox today officially
formed General Paschal Orozco, leader of the Mexican rebels, that raids
and attacks on Americans and Ameri
can property in northern Mexico must
be stopped Immediately or the United
.
States would take preventative meas-ures. President Madero has been requested to seud troops 'to northern,
Mexico. He has answered that troops
are ,on the way and bus expressed
the belief that the troume wm sixu

Pn.

Secure Employment.
hunEl Paso, Tex., July 30 Several
refudred more women and children,
zone in northern be quieted,
gees from the rebel
tr tak3 some
Appeals to witreMexico, reached El Paso to's morning
now action to relieve the condition of the
the
'olony
at 2 o'clock, swelling
I10111 Mexico '.aine
and American reiu-fIn El Paso to over 1,200 women
a score' of telegrams
of
form
in
the
children.
Senator
Five hundred additional Mormon from citizens of Ei Paso.
Senator
Mexico
border
New
the
to
Fall
of
route
Smoot(
refugees are en
These
of the house received
members
D.az.
and
Colonia
from
by wagon
inpassed the
The house
messages.
Mormons are directly south of the
New senate resolution authorizing the secHacbita,
from
line
ternational
their retary of war (.0 ' provide tents and
Mexico, and they are making
Oftemporary rations at El Paso. The
way to Hachita from their homes.
Southwest&
provisions will be distributed through
ficials of the El Paso
arrangethe military authorities there.
are
making
ern railroad
There still is no thought of armed
ments to employ many of the Mormon
Ben-sobetween
work
by the United States in
intervention
men on extension
on
that point officials are
Mexico;
and Tucson, Arizona.
has been done is to
What
the
with
refugees
are
positive.
Very few men
more
emphatic terms the inMn El Paso as yet, the men preferring repeat in
on the Mexican
served
but
many
junction
to remain with their homes,
he
to
Orozco himself on
and
upon
expect
they
declare
of them
of
the
now
that
14,
against mistreatment
April
robbed of all they have,
different American citizens and interference
of
the
element
disorderly
In 'Mexico.
communities is thoroughly avae of with American property
the state
first
in
All
the
As
firearms
instance,
protection.
lack of
Refugee

their

AGAINST

WICKERSHAM

Washington,

July

30.

IT

Attorney

court from all
negative
ings of the Interstate commerce com
mission.
He says the appeal should
occur only when the commission re
fuses to decrease a tariff because of
Its supposed want of jurisdiction.
HOW IT DOES IT.
Chicago, July 30. Details of the
plan for the dissolution of the National Packing company were submitted
today to United States District At:
torney James H. Wilkerson, AH of
the plants, branoh, houses and selling
agencies will he turned over to Armour
Company, Swift & Company,
and Morris" & Company in the ratio
iri the National
of theUr holdings
'!'
Packing Company.
.;- -

'

'
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Tha

favorably Representative Stanley's

,New York, Julyv30. The Standard bill to define more specifically the
A STEEL DIVIDEND
Oil company announces a reduction term "mlsbranded" in pure food laws.
New
York,
July 30. The United
of ten points in refined petroleum,
Steel corporation today declarStates
cents
10.25
cases
in
refined
making
ST. LOUIS METAL
ed its regular quarterly dividend of
refined in tanks 4.75
per gallon;
30".
St.
Lead,
Louis,
barrels
steady,
In
per cent on common stock and
July
white
standard
and
cents,
;.
$4.60
;
per cent on preferred stock.
spelter $7.207.25.
8.35 cents.
.
.

.

EXCESSIVE SPEED MID LACK OF PROPER WATCH

'

LIIFESIh'd

SII'

SAYS BOARD OF TRADE JUDGE IN FORMAL OPINION

RESPONSIBLE

London, July 30. The udgmenc ot
the British board of trade court of
inquiry into the disaster to the White
Star liner Titanic, which sank in
with 1,517 souls after a collision with an iceberg on April 14,' will
be pronounced today by Lord Mersey,
the presiding judge, before a large
audience. The court finds that the collision was due to excessive" speed;
that a proper watch was not kept;
that the Leyland liner California
might have readied the Titanic If she
had attempted to do so.
The court of inquiry exonerates
s
and J.
Gardon
Sir Cosmo-Duf- f
mid-ocea- n

-

POLICE

SYSTEw" CAUSED DEATH
GAODLER

III!

ROSE! liiffll

Lieufenad Charles Becker of New Ycrli
Force Is Placed in ike Tombs
flCfC HOSE

AD'IiTS HIS PART

OF

PLOT

Declares roliccma Lfcrmed Him the Talkative Card
Sharp Mast
Be Ki.led and tie Agreed to Secure a Gang of Gun Men to Do
the Work Asserts Ce Was Overcome Wiih Horror of the x
Deed Cut Cocker Told Him to Cease to Fear.
New York, July 30.

Hereford

Mar

shall, counsel - for "Jack" Sullivan
(Jacob Reich), the
be
tween Lieutenant Becker and Jack
Rose, now held in the Tombs in connection with the case, announced this
morning that Sullivan was ready t6
tell all he knew on the witness stand
and that his story would prove more
astounding than any yet told.
The indictment and arrest of Police
Lieutenant Charles Becker, list night
for the murder of the gambler, Herman Rosenthal, followed soon aftet
the confessions of "Bald Jack" Rose,
"Bridgie" Webber and Harry Vallon,
revealed today to District Attorney
Whitman, the "p.olice system" in' all
Its hideousness.
'The confessions
show that the murderers were "Lefty
Louie" or Lewis Rosenzweig; Harry
Horowitz, or "Gib the Blood"; Frank
Muller, or "Whltie Jack" Lewlsj and
"Dago Frank" Cirofici. i ,
Only ClroficI baa been, apprehended. These Kn men, members of the
notorious "Big Jack" Seeling gang,
plied themselves with liqour and then
went out and shot Rosenthal for a
price said to he $5,000.
"Bald Jack" Rose, gambler, who
says he was Becker's gambling house
collector, felt the ground slipping
from under him day by day.
"If you sea to it that my wife and
children are protected I'll come
across and tell the' truth " he said.
Rose told District Attorney Whitman
that Rosenthal was a thorn ,in Becker's side. Becker had pressed Rosenthal to the wall, according to Rose,
and Rosenthal threatened publicity.
Six weeks before the killing, Rose
says, Becker sent for him and said
Rosenthal must be murdered. Rose
says he "saw" "Bfg Jack" Seehg to
make a deal for his gun men.
A few days before the killing, Rose
says, he met Webber and Becker and
while the three were talking t over
Becker said'to Webber:
"This job has got to be done and
Rose says they won't do it for him.
Now 'Bridgie,' you can get dt done.
They all know you'. You have got the
money and I have got the power. I'll,
'
protect everybody."
Rose and Webber say they believed
Becker would send them away and
had the power to do It; Then the
murder plot unfolded itself quickly.
Monday night came and with It the
word for the gun men to get together.
Rose told how .he got the assassins
together and how," after the killing, he
went over to the Hotel Metropole to
see if the job had been done.:
When Rosenthal lay dead upon the
sidewalk with a table-clospread
over him, Rose says he telephoned
Lieutenant Becker, but he was so
unnerved by the shock that he could
only gasp. My God, thl? is horrible."
Becker, Rose says in his confession, replied over the wire In steady
voicd, "Oh, don't worry, I'll protect
th

s
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General Wickersham has advised con
gress that he does not approve any
proposition to give shippers a blan
ket right of appeal to the commerce

i

Attend
the Baseball
Dance This
Evening.
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TELEGRAPH OERVICE

to one
He referred specifically
TIE EUTLEi
amendment providing for the deposit ELATED IT
now
In
lease
the
of Indian
money,
lhands (ofj officials, with the First DECLARED COLORED MAN AND
COTTON TAKE8 DROP.
National bank of Douglas Arizona,
HER SPOUSE HAD HAD AN
New York, July 30. There was a
with, he said, virtually no restriction
sharp decline in the cotton market
ARGUMENT.
and no provision for repayment.
today, new crop deliveries selling at
about 35 points under the closflng
Atlanta, Ga., July 3u. How Mrs.
of yesterday and nearly half a
ATTACKS LAND TITLES
price
Daisy Grace, on trial here accused of
or about $2.50 per bale, under
D.
30. B.
cent,
San Francisco, July
attempting to kill her husband, once the
high record of yesterday morning
Townsend, special attorney for. the declared that if
anybody had shot
department of justice in the govern Grace it was "J. C." a negro butler, as a result of general realizing or liquidation. Reports of improved crop
ment's suit against Southern Pacific was recited on the
stand today by conditions in the eastern belt and of
land titles In California and Arizona, Mrs. S.
L, Hill, Grace's aunt.
showers in the droughty sections of
opened an office heer today preparaMrs. Grace arrived at the Hill home
Oklahoma seemed to Inspire sellers,
tory to filing a suit at Los Angeles in Newman, Ga., testified Mrs.
Hill, in connection with reports that trade
of
railroad
the
attacking the titles
and was informed that Grace had demand had slackened 'around the 130
company and the Kern Trading and been shot in his home.
level and claims that a bullish crop
Oil company, one of its subsidiary
"Daisy said she did not believe it,"
report from the government next Fricorporations to 150.000 acres of oil she said. "I told
Daisy I was afraid day had been fully discounted.
land estimated to be worth $500,000,
Gene had accidentally shot himself. "
000.
"If any one shot Gene,' she gaid,
Mrs. Grace declared, "it waa '.I, C.'
DEMOCRAT WILL BE
the negro butler. "Yesterday he near11017 THE TRUST FIXED
ly beat Martha to death and Gene
TEDDY'S
told him if he touched her again he
him."
on
wear
out
Uls
cane
would
THE SUGAR PRICES
Asked as tp whether Mrs,, Grace
DIXON ' ANNOUNCES
had ever spoken about insurance, the SENATOR
FALL TO PAR-KEWILL
HONOR
HEAD OF THE AMERICAN BEET witness said Mrs. Grace once remarkORLEANS
NEW
OF
IMSUGAR COMPANY GIVES
ed on November 11, Uiat she "thought
'
1
I
K.
PORTANT TESTIMONY.
Gene should hive his llf insured for
A. democrat.
'
SO.
K-- i
"
MiYork,' July
.
her .prow-.Jt5itfIext nion'o,,
San Francisco, Cal., 30. An out- Hill said, her daughter toid her tnut probably John M. (Parker, or New
Orleans, will be permanent chairman
line of the systems of fixing the price Grace had his life Insured.
of
the national progressive conventoof BUgar, at different seasons and unGrace again attended the trial
der different conditions, to trial divi- day in spite of the intense heat. Mrs. tion In Chicago, said Senator Dixon,
sions for the marketing of the cane Grace came to court unaccompanied. Colonel Roosevelt's manager today.
Senator Dixon said Governor Hiram
and beet sugar refinery product, and Sbe wore a blak silk dress, a new
of California would make one
Johnson
comthe
of
independent
the efforts
Parisian "pompadour pannier' crea
the nomipanies to maintain their place In the tion. Her head was almost complete- of the speeches seconding
Senator
Roosevelt.
Colonel
nation
of
of
the
market agaiust the opposition
ly hidden from the curious crowd,
for Chicago
Havemeyer interests, was the sub- mostly women, by an expansive Pan- Dixon will depart today
stance of the testimony of Robert ama hat.
Arizona Progressives Meet
Oxnard, head of the American Beet
ExPhoenix, Ariz., July 30. The state
Sugar companies, before Special
convention of the progressive party
aminer 'Brice in the hearing today of
met today with ten out of a total of
the government's suit to dissolve the
The con
TCOAY IN COMESS
14 counties represented.!
to
have
said
Letters
combine.
Bugar
vention was called to order by Dwight
passed between H. C. Havemeyer and
B. Hurd, of Phoenix, leader of the
Oxnard and between Oxnard and
delegation which was denied seats In
Con30
Senate.
sugar brokers regarding sugar prices,
Washington, July
Asthe republican national convention
evidence
in
by
were, introduced
vened at 11 a. m.
'
D. Molley was made temporsistant United States Attorney GenConsidered Corbett tunnel Irriga- Thomas
and Donald Cllngau,
chairman
ary
eral Dorr.
tion biir, vetoed by President Taff.
secretary.
temporary
11
m.
a.
House: Convened at
NO RECIPROCITY REPEAL.
Considered conference report of In'
Arkansas Getting Busy
Washington, July 30. The house dian appropriation bill.
Little Rock, Ark., July SO.-today refused, by a vote of 127 to
Chairman Clements of Interstate
convention here
1Q7, to agree, to the senate's amend- commerce
commission
denied
that Arkansas progressivement to the excise tax bill providing commission had given Inside Infor- today planned to name a full quota of
for the repeal of the, Canadian reci- mation concerning rulings to certain delegates to the national convention
at Chicago August 5, and to instruct
procity act.
railroads.
as the presidential
Roosevelt
House commerce committee report- for
nominee.
PETROLEUM COMES DOWN
ed

FOR

LOSS OF TIIE TITANIC

s

n

WIFtE

"
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i

department ';ilent as to what will
be done by the United States govern
ment if the warning is disregarded.

SUFFERING

KsJ
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jw.w--
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EXICAN FEDERALS CROSS THE
SIERRA

cur

XCLU8IVE ASSOCIATED PREOB tE2A3ED

T

f'N.

n

.

Bruce Ismay, two of the passengers,
from any charges of Improper conduct. Lord Mersey's judgment Is a
formal legal document.
"The very gross charge against Sir
Cosmo-Duf- f
that he bribed the boatmen to row away from drowning peoAt the same time,
ple is unfounded.
I think if he had encouraged the men
to return to where the Titanic foundered they probably would have made
an effort to do so and could have
saved some lives. The attack on J.
Bruce Ismay," concluded the. judge,"
resolved itself into, the suggestion
that occupying the position of manag

ing director of the line some moral
duty was imposed upon him to await
on board until the vessel foundered. I
do not agree. He would merely have
added one more life to the number
lost."
The recommendations of the court
include the following:
The board of trade should investigate the practicability of providing
ships, In addition to their
watertight transverse bulkheads with
a double skin carried above the water line or with a longtitudinal vertical watertight bulkhead on each side
of the vessel, or with both.
sea-goin- g

you."
Of the real murderers Rose says:
"These poor devils did not know what
full 01
they were doing. They vr-booze. They had been told to kill,
and they went out and did what they
were told."
Speaking of Becker and his alleges
connection with gambling, Rose said:
"Why, of course, I was Becker's collector. Everybody knew It."
Lieutenant Becker, who has been
suspended, spent a 'quiet night in the
Tombs.
"This is an awful plight for an in
re

nocent man to find himself in," said
Becker this morning.
., ,
The three prisoners, Rose, Webber
and Vallon, were in a state of terrpr
today. Though locked in the district
attorney's office and guarded by a
squad of detectives, Webber was hysterical and frequently wept Tha
confession of Rose r.na the airest and
indictment of Becker created a sensation In the police department That
an investigation will he undertaken
by the city in the po""ce department
appeared to he a foregone conclusion.

TURKEY W1LUKQ
TO LET WAS EKD
DEMANDS, HOWEVER, THAT ALL
RIGHTS EE SAFESSUAfiSSD
BY ITALY.
i

Constantinople, July 30. The Turk-ls- h
government is willing to enter
into peace negotiation with; Italy It
they are conducted in a manner compatible with Turkey's honor and dignity and her rights are adequately
safeguarded. This was announced in
the' chamber of deputies here today
during the reading of the new ministerial program.

BOUSE TURNS COuII

LAFOUETTE

Wm

WOOL BILL ACCEPTED BY SENATE REFUSED BY LOWER
. - BRANCH.
Washingfon, July 30. The house,
by a vote of 172 to 16, today refused
to accept the senate LaFollette wool
bill as a substitute for the bouse bill,

but agreed to a conference if the sen.
ate should ask for one.
PASSENGER IS INJURED.

Laramie, Wyo., July 30. One of the--.
fast passenger trains on the Union
Pacific collided headon with a special ,
fruit train west of Rawlins last night,
injuring one of the passengers and?
smashing rip a supply car. The accident occurred while the passenger
train was; running at high speed,
through the flag station.
:

OFFICIALS SUSPECTED

Price, Utah, July 30. A fifteen
thousand dollar shortage Jn the funds
of Carbon county, revealed by expert
examination, has led to the suspension from office of County Clerk
Gwilyin Jones and the detention by
the sheriff of County Treasurer W
R. Snyder.
AGAINST

MONROE DOCTRINE

Washington, July 30. That the Mon
roe doctrine forbids the United States
to permit any foreign nation to acquire a naval base at Magdalena Bay
or other similarly situated points on.
the American continent is understood1
to be the substance of a report that
will be made tomorrow by Senator
Lodge to the senate committee of for
,
eign relations,
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
Louis, July 30. Wool Bteady;
territory and western mediums. 20
24; mediums 1820; fine 1317.'

St

TWO

article he leads the fruit growers and ter's" attempt to sorw that "Mr.
others to believe that they are being Staplin" misrepresented them.
robbed on the prices charges for fruit
The Enterprise heer quotei tariffs
and
the San Juan valley fruit
express
charged
transportation by freight
They hold that Mr. Stapin got oft growers and other fruitmen in differon the wrong foot" when he stated ent .locations, showing the New Mexthat the difference in freight and ex icans have been getting the worst of
press' rates was more than double it. both ways from the Jack. The
railroad
E. Pinkham's when
Saved
For YOU
Lydia
by
in reality the rates on 1,501 San Juan valley newspapers seem detruck
one
size
The Bluest Money Saver of The Season,
transfer the cars from
of
means
to
a
marketing
find
of
to
lots
termined
pound
peaches by express
Vegetable Compound.
to the other more cheaply and quickly
Denver is $1.15 and $1.05 per hundred their crops and they are stirring up
than they can unload and reload, but
the carload. A little study of th the interest of the press in othei
Dave
Cnthmnra Pnn. " For fifteen by
SAY THAT ROAD IS MAKING NO in spite of this admission they
true
rates as appearing on the freight parts of the state in their cause.
floMined to do so. As another alter. years I suffered untold agony, and for
. EFFORT TO MOVE THEIR
01 nearly and express tariff schedules will reone
a
to
asked
lay
penoa
been
MiiM.iinn"1"
CROPS
(native, they have
two years I had
veal the conditions in their true HgtU
third rail from Durango 10 xtuuuu&and the These boosters who have taken n,
all
run
to
them
The Farmlngton Enterprise has the ton, thus enabling
doctors told me I
ac- their narrow guage cars to ana irom
would have to un- the fight in opposition to Mr. Staplin
folowlng to say in regard to the
of con
dergo an operation, wish to have the true conditions put f
tion of the Denver and Rio Grande this nlace with one transfer
as
two
of
but I began taking upto the state railroad commission
Instead
means
Alamosa
and all Colored
at
tents
railway in neglecting to provide
Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Woof Skirts
Lydia E. Pinkham's and are enthusiastic In their attempt
enable tbem to iur
would
which
now.
froit
crop
the
'bumper
of transporting
Vegetable
to relieve the suffering fruit growers
1
Governor Fobs of Massachusetts is
of the San Juan Valley in New Mex- nteh us with narrow gauge refirgera
and am in
Wasli Goods,
one
of the Farmlngton section, but they out for a third term.
to
Alamosa,
here
from
cars
I
now.
tor
health
ico:
;
good
En- transfer, and standard gauge rwnB-rato- r
am all over the believe in a true exposure of the exArkansas will pass on the State
Early last week the editor of the
iiru.m.
',
haw
and isting conditions. They desire the wide
Life
but
Chansre
cf
a
on;
they
there
attend
from
to
was
prohibition question at the fall
requested
terprise
do this, or to make any cannot praise your Vegetable Compound fact becoming known that tho freight election.
Farmto
.failed
lan
the
of
directors
of
the
meeting
woman should taKe it at and express rates from Durango to
to handle too highly.
Indiana progressives have decided
lngton Fruit Growers' association other adequate preparationsseveral pro- that time. Every
recommend it to both old Denver are
I
the same as to hold their State convention in In
these
identically
which was being held for the purpose the crop, although
Mrs.
discussion and vounff for female troubles."
from Grand Junction and the Grand
of discussing the situation that has positions have been under
dianapolis on August 1.
Swarthmore, Pa.
between Emily Summersgill,
of our entire Hue of
two
and a ten and 15 cent increase
years
than
Valley
of
more
the
for
the
The National Progressive party in
of what is left from our
neglect
through
developed
Baltimore, Md. "My troubles began in the rates to San. Juan county, New
and
comofficials
representatives
in
Railroad
convention
railroad
New and Desirable
Louisiana will hold a
Denver and Rio Grande
Hne"of SUMMER MILwith the lnsa of a child, and I had hem Mexico.
believe that it is not New Orleans August 2 to name dele
hand- of this district
They
for
the
proper
doctors
PARASOLS
The
to
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YORK TRIES
CUT COST

OF. LIVING

necessary to a great and rapid development as a sugar producer," said
Herr Paasche here this week. "It is
the only country, so far as 1 know,
that can grow both beet and cane
sugar within its borders. You have
hundreds of millions ot acres of land
adapted to the growing of sugar beets.
You have thoroughly up to date beet
sugar factories manned by experts,
and you have here at home the
greatest sugar marker, dn the world. In
a few years I expect to see you growing all the sugar required for your
own use and possibly more besides.
It was pointed out to the German
leader that congress might decide
that it would be wiser to purchase
our sugar abroad instead of growing
it at home and might pass a free
sugar bill to brinp this pbout, but
he declined to take this possibility
seriously. "From selfish motives we
would be glad to see that happen,"
he explained, "but you Americans
are too clever voluntarily to give up
the advantages you will enjoy from
the building up of this industry. The
use of "root crops, particularly the
sugar beet, in rotation with cereals
Is at the foundation ot the great improvement in agricultural conditions
that has taken place in Germany and
the adoption of the same plan here
will result in a vast increase in your
output of all your principal farm
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WISCONSIN PAINTERS MEET
Wausau, Wis., July 30. Between

and 600 master house painters
and decorators are gathered in this
city to attend the annual convention
which opened today for a session ex500
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"Ignorant" Asks Questions.
Am going to entertain a young
ladles dorcas. Can you tell me something new to serve only four things.
One of the guests will bring a friend
whom none of us ever met Am I supposed to introduce her to
or is her hostess? Will you kindly tell
me how, a girl's name "Adelaide"
is
pronounced, also "Adela?" Ignorant.
Try this for your menu; it may not
but is a happy combination:
first, halves of chilled canteloupe,
then creamed sweetbreads and mushrooms (canned), green peas, rolls,
sherry sherbet. If you can Work in a
salad course, have halves of pears
be new,

with mayonnaise.
Either you or the hostess of the
stranger" may make the introductions;
Either is proper.
Pronounce "Adelaide" this way,
and "Adele" with the mark
wlth-5aver the first "e" is
the mark over the "e" it is gener-ill- y
called "Adell."
"Ada-laid-

,"
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MILES EASIER

Some remarkably interesting details regarding the movements and the
homing Instinct of the edible crab
were presented to the Eastern Sea
Fisheries Committee.
During the
past two years Fishery Inspector H.
inDonnlson has been carrying-ou- t
vestigations on behalf of the committee, and the results of his work
cannot fail to be of considerable use
to those concerned in biological research.
In the course of an exhaustive report he stated that between July and
September, 1910, nearly two thousand
crabs were captured, and after being
labeled were again set free along the
Norfolk and Lincolnshire coasts. The
crabs had recently cast their shells,
and new ones were then in process
of hardening.
Rewards were paid to fishermen
crabs when recapupon returning
tured. They were returned to the sea
at varying distances from tbe shore,
and up to the present 21 per cent of
the labeled crustaceans had been recaptured and 1'ull data tabulated.
With regard to the Norfolk crabs
liberated in the places from which
they were originally obtained, fifty-twwere recaptured within one mile
of their first home, but one traveled
is far as Flamborough Head, a disstatute miles.
tance of ninety-eigh- t
Nearly three hundred had traveled
only three1 or four miles from where
they were originally taken. London
v
Standard.
--
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Better Not.
How should a boy ask a girl If he
wantB to kiss her?
On parting at
tight, should he ask her if he can kiss
ler? Billy.

Never, never, Billy boy, ask a girl
:o kiss you unless you're a man grown
ind you feel very sure that "she" is
the girl of all girls whom you Wish to
make your wife. Let this be your rule:
Do not ask a girl to do anything for
pou that you would not want your sis-:e-r
to do. Girls are perfectly, delightful chums and comrades, but treat
hem as such; don't take the bloom of
:he rosebud or the blush from the
peach, but treat your girl friends with
ill the reverence and protection that
s their due and your privilege to give.
Don't kiss, and don't hug. I wish I
20u!d write all this in capitals, so as
to attract the attention of every boy
and every girl who are good enough
:o read our department.
From "Sunhlne."

MARK

GRAVE

OF

HEROINE

Clubwomen to Preserve Memory of
Woman Who Gave Life to Help
Smallpox Sufferers.
Clubwomen, assisted by the doctors of North Billerica, Mass., are taking steps to preserve the memory of
Sarah Hodgeman, who gave her life
more than a century ago In her efforts
to help neighbors who were suffering
frdm smallpox.
It happened during
the smallpox epidemic in 1811.
On
learning that a family of four persons
with two guests were 111 with the disease, and had no one to help them,
Miss Hodgeman, against tho protest of
her family and friends, entered the
infected house and did all in her power for Its Inmates.
Within two weeks it was noticed
that the customary smoke did not curl
trom the chimney. Some of the townsfolk finally mustered up courage to
It was found that the entire household, Sarah Hodgeman Included, had died of the disease.
It Is
low propqsed to erect a monument in
the place of the old gray headstone;
which marks her grave.

have been reading the questions,
and have noticed many useful an- swers. Do you think there is harm in
', ;'i Hope Not Realized.
two young girl., friends of sixteen.
Dean Sumner of the Cathedr&l PS.
spending a day "at V park in their
lome town without their parents? And Peter and Paul related the following
Is there harm in having a gentleman story at the recent banquet of the
friend of your own age at your home? cmcago Association of Commerce at
the Hotel Sherman. "A little Jewish
Sunshine."
toy went to his father on Christmas
I see no harm in going quietly to the day and asked him for a quarter.
park together and behaving like young Upon receiving it he sauntered out
girls should, nor in having a man vis- Into the city streets and didn't return
until evening. His father called him
itor at your home with the permission
as he came in and inquired what he
sf your parents. Men are not ogres,
did with the quarter ho had been givmd I regret to say that it is often
girls are so very careless with en. 1 went to the candy shop next
;hemselves that we are forced to be door and changed it into nickels,' said
m guard. If girls realized that they the boy, 'Then I went to the news
stand on the corner and changed the
must act so as to preserve their digAfter that I
nity," men would soon get over at- nickels into pennies.
went back to the candy shop and got
tempting to take any liberties.
Ave nickels for my pennies, and then
t went to the delicatessen and got a
Farewell Surprise Party.
I have planned to have a party for quarter for my five nickels.'
"'But why did you do all that?' de1 friend who is to move to another
manded the father.
wn.
"I hoped that somebody might
There are to be about twelve girls
about thirteen or fourteen years old. make a mistake and give me too
Could you suggest some games and a much," replied the boy."
menu for a light lunch? This is to be
surprise. Topsy.
A Polyglot Playwright.
M. Darlo Nlccodemi is a citizen of
I feel sure, my dear, that with all tho
world. He was born in Italy. He
the suggestions in today's paper that was
reared in the Argentine Republic,
you will find just what you want for where
he was initiated in Spanish culpour party. All you will have to do is ture. Ho wrote his
first play in the
to explain to your guests that it is to
language of Cervantes.
It was probe a surprise, so I would give the induced at Buenos Ayres and was called
vitations verbally. If you want to get
"La Duda" (The Doubt).
get up a jolly present for the going-awaSoon after that an Italian actress In
friend, that could easily be arSouth America offered a priz for an
ranged when you aBk them.
acceptable play in her mother tongue.
M. Nlccodemi took the prize with his
When to Wear Them.
"Per la Vita." He soon afterI enjoy your hints to the needy so play
ward wrote "L'Hirondelle" (Tho SwalI
much that thought I would come to
low) in French and it is played at
you for advice and also to settle an
Brussels. At Paris he began his work
argument. On. what occasions are silk
by translating and adapting the Enghose (all colors) worn?
I contend lish
play of "Raffles." Le Cri de Paris.
that they are to be worn with "dressed
and
not with a street suit.
ap" dresses
Am I wrong?
Please answer this
Recovers Ring 18 Years Lost. .
plainly,, so I may show your answer
A class ring lost 18 years ago by
to the other party. Lettie.
Mrs. J, H. Reese, when sho was a pupil of the Lancaster high school, was
With most people silk stockings are restored to the owner.
si
question of cost, and not propriety.
Mrs. Reese, then Miss Leila L.
They may be worn on every occasion.
lost the ring, which was engravwith street suits and boudoir gowns, ed with her name, while
walking on
and with the simplest morning (towns tho lawn of her home. It was recovIn the kitchen.
ered by men resetting a fence. Lancaster Correspondent
Philadelphia
The Proper Thing to Do.
Publio Ledger.
In acknowledging a formal invita--t
tion, should one use note paper or the
A Cruel Retort.
correspondence card? Is it ever per
missible to attend a card party with
"I'm afraid of woman suffrage,"
out having sent an acceptance?
J. W. said Little Blnks. "My wife is a militant suffragette, but up to date I am
Either stationery Is proper; of late Julius Caesar in my house."
"I guess you are, Blnks, I guess you
the correspondence card seems in fa
"There ain't
vor, marked with monogram, crest or are," said
Wiggles.
street number, or all three.
many deader ones than Julias Caesar
in this world." Harper's Weekly.
Card party Invitations should be ac
cepted or regretted at once, and no
I

'

-

Ur-ba-

esting subjects of vital importance to
the members are scheduled for discussion on the elaborate program, which one should go without notifying the
hostess of their Intention to attend.
provides for 27 addresses, principally
MME. MERRI.
of a technical nature.
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Homing Instinct Is Shown by Soma How the Man Who Had Been on
Recent Experiments In
Spree Squared Hlnw'f
England.
t Home.

Sickness and Misery Follow 8
Inattention to the
jg
Minor Ills.
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HEAT ENDANGERS LIVES
1
OF ELDERLY FOLKS $

their health during the
not mouths, as high temperature has
MAMMOTH FOOD TERMINAL WILL
a peculiarly enervating effect that
BE ESTABLISHED UNDER
tends to disarrange the entire digesCITY REGULATION.
tive system.
The gllgniest 'indiscre
tion in diet is almost sure to be fol
New York, July 30. The newest
lowed by bowel trouble ana indiges
and most elaborate plan ever protion, but if care 15 taken to keep the
posed to reduce the cost of living
cpen by usiug a gentle laxa
and to prevent the squeezing of the
tive stimulant at the first sign of any
public through corners in lood supirregularity, a greet deal of the mis
plies is being worked out here by the
ery and distress can be avoided.
combined action ot state and city .oStrong, harsh and drastic physics
fficials aided to some extent by the
should be avoided
because of the
shock to the system following their
cooperation, of private Interests. For
, several months a food Investigation
use, An excellent laxative, and one
commission created by the state has
that is easy and natural in Its effect
been studying conditions here to deon the stomach, bowels and liver, is
termine the factors which contribute
found in Dr. Caldwell's Syrup 'Pepsin,
to the high cost of living and to work
a compound of simple laxative herbs
out methods of "securing a more reliwith pepsin that la pleasant to the
able supply of foodstuifs for the five
taste and positive in its actlpn. By
million Inhabitants of the city at
cleansing the bowel tract and remov
more reasonable rates. The commising the foreign matter mat Irritates
sion has not yet completed its work
and inflames the tissue, a dose k
but reports have been prepared that
Syrup Pepsin will quickly check the
. Indicate
the general lines to be folsummer diarrhoea that
prevalent.
.
lowed In its recommendations. These crops."
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sold in
will provide for sweeping changes In
A Political Maelstrom.
drug stores Jgj fifty cents a bottle
the methods of handling and distribFor the next three months Broad- large, family size, one dollar. A free
uting the city's food supply. One part way is to be the political maelstrom trial bottle will be sent, postpaid, if
of the plan will be the creation of a of the country. The national head- you will write to Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
which quarters of all three political parties 406 Washington street, Monticello,
permanent food commission
will Inveslgate prices and will pre- are located on New York's Main Illinois.
vent attempts to corner supplies or street, each one occupying the van
' to increase prices artificially in other tage point afforded by one of the
Mr. Owens is considered a
dime.
ways.
This, however,' is only one three squares that mark the
small part of the revolutionary change course of the great White Way At man of parts in ibis own vicinage
where muscle rather than wealth
proposed., Ita most Important provis the lower end of this political White
a man's standing. Yielding to
ion will be the establishment of a Light district is the
stamping guages
the
desire
for a change of scene
wholesale terminal market to which ground of the progressive or more
food supplies will be brought direct familiarly the Bull Moose party, ov- which comes to most persons at this
In the railway cars In which they are erlooking Madison Square from the vacation season, Mr. Owens a few
since wandered northward
shipped from the producing point. high Metropolitan tower. Half a mile evenings
as Fifth avenue and Thirty-fourt- h
This will avoid the expense and waste further
uptown, ' facing Greeley as far
street. Just as he was pass
of rehandling and carting which at Square, the democratic headquarters
most gilded of the fashionable
the
ing
co
a
curious
are
outfitted.
adds
to
cost
of
the
being
By
present
greatly
hotels the pangs of hunger
uptown
nearly all food brought into the city incidence or perhaps it is intention
and at the same, time causes serious al the democrats are tp conduct their assailed him and entering the res
deterioration in the case of perlsh-abl- e fight from the Wilson building. An- taurant which was crowded with din
ers, in evening dress he ordered his
goods which are taken from re- other half mile up street is the repub.
dish. The waiter's education
frigerator cars and hauled through lican citadel occupying a floor of the favorite
had been neglected for he
evidently
in
the streets. In the proposed great Times building
Longacre Square.
food terminal space wjlll, be provided As Broaway is never slow to catch on never heard o' "beef anu" and referassociations both of to any innovation, it is probable that red the worthy Mr. Owens to the
for
consumers
and
and If any the street that never sleeps will soon menu, an appurtenance of dining with
producers
attempt to Inflate prices - made by be buzzing with discussions of the which that gentleman was wholly un
those occupying space1 their licenses tariff, the trusts and cost of living, familiar. To John, however, it was
will be Tevoked and they will be un- instead of the gossip of theaters, Inconceivable that any place called a
able to do 'business. Abe ve the floors prize fights and police graft that now restaurant should fail to provide the
on which the selling it conducted will form its daily pabulum. Just at pres- most staple of all dishes and he pro
be .vast cold, stor&se 'climbers so that ent,, although aH the various head ceeded to demand, his rights empha
food can be kept undw perfect con-- quarters are extremely busy, Jt is sizing hiB remarks by piling several
1
'tables and chairs in an Im
ttlons. It is estimated that this plan chiefly work of a preliminary sort waiters,
will save to, the people of the city and it is not expected that the full pressive heap in the center of the
millions of dollars a year that are swing of activity will begin before room. When he told the magistrate
court the tolipwing
now lost In charges
unnecessary the middle of August. One striking in the police
error that had led to
of
the
morning
this
the
party, capitals
trucking and rehandling and through fact about
the boosting of prices Whenever there year is that the old familiar faces of his appearance in the dock, tho Judge
ia a temporary shortage of any par- former campaigns are missiqg. New was sympathetic and explained that
while a restaurant was a restalurant
men are at the helm and the
ticular food product.
the world over, it was only on the
oldin
the
who drop in for a chat
Great Sugar Nation.
.
It will surprise the average Amer- time way are likely to feel decidedly East Side that it was necessarily a
beanery.
,
ican accustomed to consider that his lonesome.
Teaching Children to Cross Streets.
When Is a Restaurant?
country's claim to supremacy as a
That instruction In the art of avoidThe answer to the question, f'When
nation is based on its
street accidents is a necessary
acnot
ing
restaurant?"
restaurant
is
corn
a
a
told
to be
yield of wheat and
V
that the United States will soon lead cording to no less an authority than part of the education of the children
the world In the output of another John Owens of Chatham Square and of the metropolis is the conclusion
who have
great food crop, namely sugar. Tet the Bowery, is "when it does not reached by Investigators
causes
of the
the
been
examining
"Beef
and" In the
this is the prediction of no less an serve beef and."
and serious inaccidents
fatal
ana
many
lower
Row
of
the
Park
former
Herr
than
Paasche,
language
authority
vice chairman of the German reich-eta- g East Side invariably means a plate juries that occur here daily. There
and prominently identified with of corned beef and beans, the staple are nearly 30,000 such accidents a
the development of the German beet price of which in the fashionable re month at least that has been the
It
sugar Industry who is now in this fectories of that part of the city Is fif- record of tbe past few months and
a
country on a tour of inspection. "The teen cents although in less preten is pointed out that number of perUnited States have, every condition tious establishments it is served for a sons equal to the population of a
town are killed every year
by being struck by automobiles,
street cars and horses, or in other
avoidable ways. The majority of the
NATURE AND SCIENCE UNITE TO MAKE
victims are children and' it s proposed therefore to give all the youngsters of school age systematic inas to how to protect themstruction
A MEDICINE FOR ALL MANKIND
selves from injury on the city's thorBest for over 50 years in cases of
This training will Instomach, throat and lung trouble and
oughfares.
as a tonic stimulant and body builder.
clude Instructions as to crossing the
streets in accordance with traffic
rules, what to do when a motor car
or a runaway horse is rapidly bearing down on a pedestrian and various other points Important in the
Chamlst"
Ysi
X '
prservation of life and limb. The
frado-mar- k
A
work of instruction is to begin within
Is on every
' "
the next few days under the supervision of representatives of the board
of education and: of various philanAs a result
thropic organizations
it is hoped to bring about a decided
reduction in New York's appalling
death list from street accidents.
mid-tow-
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She Talked Too Mu6h.
Mrs. Benham Money talks.
Benham Keep the change, pleas

,

Congressman

PRETTY SOFT FOR

Lng

Edward W. Townsends

ot New
lie eye

Jersey, very much in tbe pub
as tho author of "Chlmml
Fadden,'' the other, day emerged hurriedly through the swinging doors out
of the house, grabbed an acquaintance-bthe arm and rushed him dowa
through tho document room and, Into-th-

y

open air.

"What's it all about?" demanded the
friend when ho got his breath.
"Something tells me that a roll call
Impends," said Townsend, "and, for a
reason 1 have, I'd like to be reported
dead or absent. Either would be easier
explained than my vote. Which reminds me of a story.
"A long time ago I worked on a
newspaper in Carson City, Nev. There
was another fellow on the paper who
was a good deal of a rummy and who
used to go off on long sprees. One day
be disappeared and nothing was heard
of him Tor a month. He Just got
aboard of a train and started east,
and at St. Louis he got a bun, the
record of which is still preserved in
the archives of th brewery Just back
of the town. He forgot home and
mother and everything else. When he
came to at the end of 30 days be
felt that he was up against it a bit at

MO

BANT

OFFICE
NEW. SYSTEM IN VOGUE IN- COLORADO GIVES THEM THREE
"

CHANCES.

Denver, Colo., July 30. The first
republican state "assembly," as provided for In Colorado's new primary.
law, will meet in ..s ctiy tomorrow.
The assembly, as constituted under
the primary law, is something new a
American politics. While it corresponds in some respects to the old,

state convention it possesses other
features that are radically different

The supporters of the. new plan claim
for it that it is in accordance with
the modern trend towards clrect nominations and at the same time tends,
to eliminate the bin
struggles for
the nominaions tb.at frequently pre- vailed under the old system.
The assemblies are formed in the
same way, that" state conventions
home.
" 'Here,' said he, 'is a desperate case were formed Each ?arty holds caurequiring a desperate remedy.' Then cuses, primaries and county conVen- -'
he hied him to a telegraph shop and Hons and names delegates to the
sent this message to his wife:
The chief difference between
" 'I died at 4 o'clock this afternoon.
the convention and the assembly Ilea
What shall I do with the remains?"'
in the provision that he assembly
takes only one ballot on candidates
FREE PLEASURES IN LONDON for each office to be filed and anyone
receiving 10 per cent of the total
Finest Muslo In Churches and Sights vote In the assemb'y is entitled to
That Will Interest The
have his or her name on the primary
Relic Hunter.
'
"'
ballot.
state
assemblies
the
any
Following
In London there are pleasures to be
had for nothing, as was explained to person who desires' to be a candidate
woman with no before the primaries and who did not
me by a
money margin for enjoyments. With receive the nomination in the assemtwo feet and a pair of boots she could bly can become a candidate by filing
hear music every evening during Lent
petitions with the secretary of state
from Westminster Abbey to St.
his name be placed
Holborn, and the church In requesting that
Soho which rivals the restaurant in at- on the primary ballot of any party
traction. And all for nothing only to which he belongs. The names of
she confesed to putting a
300 resident voters of the state must
into the bag from her own depleted be signed to such
petitions.
purse. The scientific economist could
The Colorado primaries this year
probably spend a pleasant day in Lonwill be held on September 10. Two
don without spending anything else.
weeks later,
wandered
according to the new;
Some London relics have
farther afield than the Black Boy oi law, the state and legislative candiClement's Inn.
Swanage possesses dates will meet with the members of
quite an assortment.' The entire stone the state central committees in Den-facade of the Mercers' Hall, CheapBlde,
ver to draft the party platforms.
Is to be found in the High street,
Though this will bring the time up
whither it was moved from London in
1882. Facing the sea is a Gothic clock to within six weeks of the date of
tower taken .bodily from London the election the law provides still anbridge, where it had been erected as other chance for new candidates to
a. memorial
to the Duke of Wellingon the November ballot. Accord?
ton. And In several roads about the gat
to the law, anyone not satisfied
ing
town may be seen iron street posts,
Inscribed "St. Ann's Soho," and "St with the results as obtained by the
"
The explana- assemblies the primaries and the subtion is that two quarrymen of Swan- - sequent platform meetings can get
age became paving contractors in on the regular ballot through petition
London, and patriotically transported
the same number of sig
to their native tonw the more pictur- by securing
would have been requirthat
natures
esque oddments which found their
ed to get on the September primary
way into their yard. London Chronballot and can certify a platform of
icle.
his own and make the race independ'
'
ently."
,
,
Wily Sexton.
in the republifaction
Whichever
Visitors to the Old North church
are shown through the historic old can party is defeated In the assembly
building usually by an elderly man tomorrow undoubtedly will take adwho seems obsessed with a love foi vantage of the provisions of the law
His fund of reminis- above cited to get on the. ballot at
the church.
cences is refreshing, and the most the November election The
opinion
interesting thing he recounts is th
that the Taft regulars will be
story of how the lanterns wers prevails
able to control the assembly, since
placed in the belfry.
According to his version of the his- they have the support of the state
toric incident, the sexton overheard organization and won out in the state
tome English officers talking in the convention last spring to elect the
house he lived in, and immediately
delegates to the national republican
hung the lanterns. Returning to hia convention.
were
shoes
saw
that his
room, he
It is said to be the plan of the procaked with mud and hid them, replacgressives to allow the Taft supporters
ing them with a dry pair.
The officers, after they learned that to control the assembly and go ahead
a signal had been hung from the bel- with
the nomination of Taft electors
fry, rushed to the room of the sexton, and candidates for tue primary elecbecame
but, finding his shoes dry,
The j?rogres- convinced that some one else had tion for state of fleers.
to
will
sives
then petition
get on the
hung the lanterns and then locked all
the doors of the edifice. Boston Jour- republican primary ballot and employ
nal.
every effort to seize control of tbe
republican party organization in tbe
primaries,
Failing In this plan, the
;
Woman as Jail Governor.
Mme. Jenny Porchet, who has Roosevelt supporters will still, have
g
Bharge of the prison at Algle, In the left to them the opportunity of
Canton of Vaud, France, is now 62
theis, candidates independently
years of age, and 31 years ago she on the ticket In November. The lead- married the then prison governor.
At his death tho authorities adver- ership in the fight is bene taken by
tised for a successor, and among the Philip B. Stewart of Colorado Springs,
applicants was his widow, who had who aspires to be the candidate of
managed the prison during her hus- the progressive republicans for gov- band's long illness. Another point in
tier favor was her physique. In height
she wants only an inch of six feet,
and possesses the muscles of a wresCONVENTION IN MINNESOTA.
tler. The prison commission doubted
St. Paul, Minn., July 30. A mass
her fitness, but when she offered to
try her Btrength against the most convention of Minnesota progressives
powerful gendarme, all doubts sub- met in the St. Paul auditorium today
sided. Tbe prison is said to be the to select delegates to the third party
best managed in Switzerland.
national convention at Chicago next
week and to nominate presidential
electors.
There's the Rub.
"Why is it that you are so strongly opposed to extending to women the
Summer colds are herd to get rid
right to vote?"
"My wife has become a suffragette." of, and frequently lead to asthma,
"Well, what of it? Do you find that bronchitis, and hay fever. Mi not let
she neglects the children or that she your cold get a hold on you, but use
Isn't paying enough attention to the Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chelbusiness of running the house?"
"No, it's not that. She's become so sea, Wis., says: "W prefer Foley's
to other
blamed well informed on public mat- Honey and Tar Compound
because it quickly
ters that I have to keep busy reading cough medicines
all the time in order to prevent her cures coughs and colds. It will ward
off a cold if taken in time." Confrom finding out my ignorance contains no opiates. O. O. Shaefor, Red
cerning such things." Judge.
'
Cross Drug Store.
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This opinion of Governor
'Who Is J, .Ernest Charles? I never
possible.
What does he have
head of him.
Wilson is not only a vindication ot
but
for did he call me
me?
of
it
What
the
wisdom
the
president,
aaginst
ESTABLISHED 1879.
a 'monster?' I don't like to he called
stamps Governor Wilson as a man
of broader gauge than his party. In
a 'monster.' I can't afford to let this
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Published By
conall
tariff
the
of
agitation,
thing pass. It will do me enormous
spite
New York. July 30. Extraordinary
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Injury, personally and professionally.
gress has, never had exact Informa- dullness
V
.
attended operations in stock
(Incorporated)
Of course, down in my heart I know
tion upon which to formulate a tariff
for today. For this condition several
it won't, but I can't let people treat
program. The average congressman
theories were advanced, including unto
with
wrestle
Is
no
me
better
..
that way. Can I I shall deequipped
M.
PADGETT.
..EDITOR
M.
mand big damages. This man J. Erthis question than his neighbor bach certainty regarding earnings of the
Steel corporation for the quarter just MANUEL'S
NOT nest Charjes has no right to lnsuli
IS
AFFINITY
home. Therefore it Is refresning to
a statement of which will be
me so. He will have to pay dearly."
ABLE EITHER TO SING OR
see twa such intellectual men as closed,
issued after the market closes and
TO DANCE
President, Taft and Governor Wilson
concerns the finding against that corA. M. Nason, rarmjng near canaan.
Entered at the potofflce at East agree that the best way to settle the poration by the majority of the Stan30. Gaby Deslys of the Me., was badly crippled with sciatic
is
scientific
to
tariff
unpartlsan,
gain
Paris,
July
transmitsfor
AND
New
Mexioo,
Lu Vegas,
due he ray 3 to uric add
as a basis of action. ley committee. Slight heaviness was doll-lik-e
face and the 'baby stare, who rheumatism
$3.S0
In
blood.
Pills
his
tloji Uirough the United States mail information
Kidney
"Foley
noted at the outset, followed by a
CASH
When scientific. Information is laid
put the Portuguese republic on the entirely cured me and also removed
M second class matter.
firmer tone, under- the leadership of
before the average voter It will be
map (according to her press agent) numerous black specks that were con
R EG U LA It RETAIL VAUB. 1.0O
Steel moved within nar
is simply bubbling over with wrath tinually before my eyes." Foley Kidworth more than whole decades of Reading.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
with
row
of
the
weakest
are
limits,
a
Pills
acid
ney
Sugar
solvent and
uric
.
and Ire.
campaign oratory In deciding the av- the
mnS V very low price. We
Dally, by Carrier:
are effective for the various forms
t o( M
of the
specialties. Bonds were steady.
.aii to .whether he wants a
named
man
an
A
erage.OS
critic,
critic,
unfeeling
$
of
rheumatism.
O. O. Shaefer, Red
Ter Copy
as
in
the
Such
occurred
changes
-,
.It protective or a revenue tariff policyt early dealings on the stock exchange J. Ernest Charles of the Gil Bias, Cross Drug Store.
One Week
tua manufacturer ana ouniFloor. BetMl n
There la a coupon la evmry E.?i jURABEE'S
money onler, and we will
criticized her so hard that she can
5
Dae Month
A.lMr,.a
conpoBf a..i wil
by
were in the direction of lower prices,
tin
t.
n5 yon one ot the bean
TANNER GETS BAIL.
sit still no longer. She has put the
7.B0
One Tear
,,,,,
r
a.mwwp
nil
IMI,l.UC?
"''- '"S.SVioui r
Most ot the active Issues, with the
.flu hlnaon, Kansas.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 30. J. B.
matter into the hands of her attoraio ond lor
A NATIONAL MAGAZINE.
Dally by Mali
of
declined
fraction
Steel;
The exception
., July 30.
ney, Maltre Brunet, and of her law- Tanner of Farmington, San Juan
..$8.00
One Tear
Washington, D. ,
ally.
EMPRESS, you know, is that
Maitre Charle Philippe, and a county, N. M., who was arrested In
1.00
of
yer,
United
the
BU Month
chamber, of,, commerce?
DeL.i
Prices worked toward greater firm
Flour that tnke Baking
she
INavajo county,
rlz., several days
suit for a fortune is to be filed
States, of ;whicht, Harry A. Wheeler as Id the first hour,
and
Reading
ago, on a charge preferred by E. A.
says.
of Chicago j is,; president, will begin the
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Sugar shares showing gains of a The truth of the matter Is that J. Miera of Cuba, that of uttering a
Business"
"The
Ration's
" GROWER
publishing
or better, while Union Paclflo
Like it.
Ernest Charles did give Gaby an out- worthless check, was arraigned beon September,?, .This periodical will point
advanced fractionally.
and
Steel
12.00
Year
M
The little piece fore Judge Raynolds in the district
landish lambasting.
be distributed from .Was aington to
Active stocks fell back again in the
. 1.00
6! Months . . ...
two columns long and It court today and released on $1,600
was
the editorial writers of $ie nation ano
afternoon and some Investment was only
early
nainconspicuously
of
posted In that bail. Tanner, through bis attorneys,
members
the
to
the constituent
Issues fluctuated widely. American
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip
of the front page technically Mann & Venable, waived
prelimiportion
tional chamber of commerce.
Jefferson Raynolds President
tions)
Express declined 12 joints, and Ad- described as "leading the paper." nary examination afld, tae ease will
a
intended-tfurnish
Is
Hafett Raynows Canhiei
survey
It
President :
D.
E.
Vice
Raynolds
or
ams
rose
i Remit by draft, check
Beet Supiar
money
v
Express
are a few of the remarks made be taken up later in San Juan county.
'
Here
H.
Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
of
the
constructive
B.
Presldant
of
Vice
the
Davis
progress
Stephen
erdar. If cent otherwise we will not
preferred fell almost 4 and Porto Rico by J. Ernest Charles.
Tanner was arrested near Holbrook
minof
nation
lines
agriculture,
along
N responsible for loss.
Sugar 5.
"Mile Gaby Deslys Is a young per last weel on a charge made by Miemanufacture transportation, disThe market closed firm. A better
Specimen copies free on applicat ing,
tribution and finance. It will be de- tone was maintained In the final son, very well known, who represents ra, who claimed that he had been deion.
the 'genie francais' abroad. And per frauded. Tanner waived extradition
voted to the iiews of progress and of
dealings, with strength In Canadian
will
Include
haps she represents' foreign genluB and was brought to Albuquerque by
It
organized
promotions
PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
Pacific and Missouri Pacific.
at home. But all this has no impor- Lieutenant John W. Collier of the
of
statistical statements
development
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Although the market became in- tance. The
great essential Is that she New Mexico mounted poli.ee. Miera
of
and
cover
the
bureaus
the
governPAID FOR.
creasingly apathetic, prices again represents something. Don't let It get claims that Tanner purchased some
to
are
ment departments, that
related
moved upward In the late afternoon.
you that she represents some- stock from him, giving m return a
Advertisers are 'guaranteed
the business and commercial activities at Steel touched its hest quotation In past
And that something is as- check for $4,600. The check, Miera
thing.
that period. The closing sales were
largest dally and weekly circulation home and abroad.
the monstrosity of snobism claims, was returned, marked no
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
suredly
G.
of
chief
the
Gro8venor,,.,)Pawe,
el any newspaper In Northwestern
as follows:
and
the
gigantic strength of press funds. Tanner claims that he simeditorial division, returned today
New Mexico.
82
Amalgamated Copper
ply held up the check and refused
agentry.
from Boston. where he has been In American Beet
.126
Sugar
"Mile. Gaby Deslys, first, Is a pretty to pay it because Miera had failed .o
conference ; with ;l Frederick Bode of Atchison
TELEPHONES
'.....108
Capital, $100,000 Sorplus and Undividbd Profits $35,000
girl. Next she is a dancer, or, If you fulfill his contract with reference to
BUSINESS OFFICH
.Main 2 Chicago and , John. 1. Fahey of Bos-- ! Great Northern
1391,4
prefer, a singer. What you like best, the delivery of otock that he had
of the nation- New York
ton, the
K2T5F3 DEPARTMENT
Main
115
Central, hid . .
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac- -.
she is. But strictly, speaking, she purchased. From all accounts the
al chamber of, publication. Regarding Northern
123
Pacific)
Tanner
and
case
about
Miera
either
a
between
know
doesn't
commodation Within the Scope- - of Good Cankir.
proft.
thing
"The Nation's- Business," Mr. Dawe Reading.
...163
court.
civil
she
one
a
for
is
or
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ably
singing.
Indifferently
dancing
said: "This, periodical is intended to Southern Pacific
109
is the one and the other; when she
place in the hands of editors facts Union Pacific
168
Into
Ait increasing number of peopie re
dances, she's a singer; when she sings
regarding each basic" activity of the United States Steel
69
THE.TARIFF BOARD i
'
port regularly of the satisfactory re
she's a dancer.
United States' and "data regarding United States Steel, pfd. ......112
from taking Foley Kidney Pills
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STORKS

IN

THE REASON

ALSACE

System of Regittratlon Is Balng Tried
to Learn About Migratory

Habltt.

Directory

M

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
In the District Court,
County of San Miguel
State of New Mexico.
Charles Ilfeld Company

T

I

Plaintiff,

Every year the number of storks
to be seen In Alsace becomes leas. Ol
the four nests perched on the big
chimneys on the old roofs of Strass-burg- ,
only one has been occupied this
'
year. .
In many of the villages the great
migrators have ceased for a long time
to relieve the landscape, and it seems
only a question of time when the stork
in Alsace will be a memory. Various

vs.
Benton S. Jackson.

t-
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OPTIC!
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BEST
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CR ANT

CAFt

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED,

I

No. 7420.

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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L 13 0.1 E L
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1
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.
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RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER N. O. Herman, W. ML;
Murray,
the multiplication of telephone and
- i nier,
Cha n c e 1 1 0 1
I
,
Two Hundred and Seventy and
TISEMENTS
Secretary,
telegraph wires and the sraoko from
Commander.
Harry
,
;
Twenty-seve($270.83) Dollars and
factory chimneys.
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
Martin, Keeper
($27.00) Dollars .attorney's fee, for Five cents per line eaoh Insertion. LAS VEOVAI COM MAN D ER Y, NO. 2,
In Germany for the better study of
Records and Seal.
t
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'
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bird; for Instance, one was found dead
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at the Cape of Good Hope whose place
Carriage Painting
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Wortfejr lfatroa; James O. Eatledee
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DAYS TO HIS LIFE
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1108 Seventh street.
Mrs. Newwed I'm not going to take.
Mrs. W. G.
Phone Main 115
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
city of Las Vegas, between Grand and
Ice from you any longer.
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Residence Phone Olive 5462.
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Is
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my brother and' we held him and I got
Z5o pr 1SJ Iks.
tract, of the dimensions and material against the said lots Nos. 61, 62, 63,
80S lb, to 1,00i Ibe Eaoh DsBvsVy
what was in his pockets."
v.
St per 1M lb.
and according to the specifications In 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, in block No. 3 of
&
"Perfectly justifiable," announced
lbs. to
lbs. Each DUvry
.......
4fio per 1st Iks.
Baca addition to the town
Pablo
contract
named
said
ordinance
the
and
M,
ay
court.
the
Lee Than 6 lb. Each Delivery
fr
T. W. Smith at the cost of 1219.85.
of Las Vegas now city of lias Vegas
pr
Whereas, the building of said side aforesaid, respectively, that is to say:
Races.
Seafaring
A C
Y
walks, according to the requirements, Upon lota Nos 61, 62, 63, 18, 19, 20,
The portraits of Captain Amundsen
diin
of
3
block
21,
22,
the
and
No.
of
Pablo
the
specifications,
grade
show a certain likeness to Dr. Nansen,
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Clerk Perhaps you'd like to look mensions and material hereinbefore Baca addition to the town of Las Ve
Both have in a marked degree the long
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
narrow skull of the Vikings. It is a at goods a little more expensive than specified, has heretofore been com- gas now city of Las Vegas aforesaid,
Famus-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue.
curious circumstance that the seafar these.
In
sum
a
done
of
$219.85,, and that said spe-- i
pleted and
satisfactory the
Not
but
on
on
or
the
whether
Baltic
Shopper
necessarily,
races,
ing
manner and according, to said con- cial tax be and the same hereby is
the Mediterranean, have this type would like to look at some of better tract
by the said T. W. Smith, and made a Hen upon said property and
'
of head, while the inlanders of Europe quality.
has
been
accepted by the city engin lots fo,r the said respective amount
are predominantly of the broad headed
Protect your eatable this hot weath Alpine sort
eer, and the cost of construction from the day said work was comOF COURSE NOT
thereof abutting eaid lots Nos. 61, 62, pleted,
er by having plenty of our Ice In your But it will hardly do to make long
the 15th day of Oc'
of
cause
In
headedness
the
Pure
is
qualseamanship,
63, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, in block 3, of the tober A. D. 1911, until the same Is
refrigerator. Our Ice
a n s ira a DOB tt
as some enthusiasts have done, for
Pablo Baca addition to the town of fully paid and satisfied.
ity and Reasonable in price. All deliv-le- s the
are
who
round
headed,
Japanese,
In
a propaB Vegas, now city
of Las Vegas,
Section 3. That the said clerk be
are made promptly and
take readily to the sea.
er manner. Remember, in ordering
aforesaid, is on said lots Nos. 61, 62, and he hereby is authorized and or.
63, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22; in said blink dered to immediately after legal pubIce, to order from
The Beautiful Moonlight.
No. 3 aforesaid, the sum of $219.85.
lication hereof, make out and certify
&
8
$
The fresh air children were campTHE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
re
contractor
has
wnereas,
said
special tax bill In the above respecting beside a small lake in the Jersey
Phone Main 227
ported to the city clerk and city coun- ive sum in favor of the eald T. W.
hills. There was a full moon rising
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
among al
cil that he is unable to collect for Smith and against the eaid Artless J.
and trailing Its light across the water.
of
who MIGHT BUYthe particular
those
4- 4
social
said work from the owner of said lots Browne and against the following
thing is worth moat.
Buy It now. Chamberlain's Colic, "Children," cried the attending
-- lots
and property.
Cholera and .Diarrhoea Remedy is al- worker. "Look! See the beautiful
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to lome-on- e
property
respectively,
most certain to be needed before the moonlight."
Now therefore be it prdained by the Nos. 61, 62, 63. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 in
who
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
"Go on," remarked a small Easi
summer Is over. Buy It now and be
city council of the city of Las Vegas, block No. 3, of the Pablo Baca addi
of
an
out
such
For
hear
there
emergency.
for
Sider.
"That
your
wiggle
shiny
property unless it were advertised here.
preyed
New Mexico:
tion to the town Of Las Vegas now
al by all dealers.
That's gasolene."
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
Section 1. That said work of build- city of Las Vegas aforesaid, in acare anxious to find and pay cash for)
of said sidewalks be and the same cordance with the law and ordinances
(and
ing
books, automobiles,
Should Fix Their Drains.
During the summer months mothIs hereby accepted by the City coun- in
cases made and provided.
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
states have streams
ers of young children should watch
Twenty-siany
know
cil.
Freddie Say, maw, paw don't
'
Duly passed by the city council of
for any unnatural looseness of the which drain into the Mississippi river,
sort, and musical instruments.
would set everything, does he?
Section 2. That a special tax in the city of Las Vegas,, New Mexico,
towels. When given prompt attention If those commonwealths
Maw-Hodo you know?
As the classified ads. are read by all
at this time serious trouble may be about the business of conserving theii
the sum of 1219.85 be. and the same the 24th day of July, A. D. 1918.
possible buyers,, of a
Freddie He said the piece of pie I
avoided. Chamberlain's Colic, Choi-ser- a waters, the floods which are now causis
R.
J.
levied
me
.possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
TAUPERT, Mayor.
upon and against
and Diarrhoea Remedy can al- ing so much fear in the south would had for dinner today was enough, and hereby
'
CHAS. TAMME, City Clerk.
said Artless J. Browne, the owner of
best markets!
it wasn't at all.
ways be depended upon. For sale by not be In evidence every spring.
said property and lofs, to pay the
sll dealers.
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THAT YOU BOOST YOUR TOWN
'

'

V.

.
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'
'

'
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1

Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
LineTof The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.
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That You Boost Your Business. You Can do it by Advertising.
...I
(.1.
4

u
Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas,
t

Is

!

Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.
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LOCAL NEWS

ACCUSES JONES
ASSAULT

OF-TOD-

u

2

Ld

THE BOY SCOOTS
HAVE

810

T0:

IN CAEP
t

See Van Petten for insuranca.
RANCHMAN LIVING NORTH OF THERE WILL BE CLASS TO THE
LAS VEGAS HAS HIS NEIGH- ORGANIZATION'S ANNUAL
BOR ARRESTED.
HIKE

Our entire line of summer millinery
off. S trass.

One-Ha-

THE CHOICEST G&OrTUS OF

lf

'

A fued of about a year's duration
Pinch's Golden Wedding ftje, agod
AH plans for the encampment of
the wood. Direct from distillery was brought to a head last night the Las Vegas troop of Boy Scouts
to you. At the Lobby, ot course.
by the arrest of David Jones, a ranch have been completed and the Scouts
man of near this city, on the charge accompanied Leaders O. C. ZIngg and
The Isis theater wljl open Thurs- of assault with .words, filed
by T. H. J. C. Baker aud Scoutmaster A. R,
day night with Johnaon-Flynfight Moen. Jones appeared before the Marwick will leave Las Vegas Thurs
pictures.
court of Justice D. R. Murray this day morning at 5 o'clock for their
morning, and asked a continuance camping ground on tho Rio de
A hobo giving his name "as John until 2 o'clock this afternoon at which Casa.
Registration for the trip clos'
Gilbert was arrested last night by time the case was continued until late ed today with the names of 15 boys on
Night Marshall Pierce Murphy, and this afternoon.
the list.
after spending last night in the city
According to the story of Mr. Moen,
The hoys will meet tomorrow after
cooler, was escorted to the city lim-an-d he and his family have been subject noon at tho Y. M. C, A. to pack up
ed to the abuses of Mr. Jones for their camp wagor with grub, tents
given his marching orders.
about a year, or since Mr. Moen pur- and other equipment The Scouts will
Mrs. G. C, Price, daughter of J, S. chased the ranch near that owned by not
carry marching outfits as was for
Dunoan of this city, who suffered a Mr. Jones. In the past year Mr. Moen
merly planned, their be,lHnr being
stroke of paralysis a short time ago has purchased and sold much of the packed in the wagons. Tha boyg will
111 ... In
whilethe hospital fn Fue- - land adojinlng the two farms. This hike the entire distance, aNUt 50
bio folowlng an operation for appen land for years has been open, and miles, to camp,
though a light wagon
dicitis, is reported to be slightly im has been used by Mr. Jones for pas- will accompany the troop to plrk up
proved.
turing his cattle. Every deal made auy stragglers. Two days will be tak
by Mr. Moen cut down Mr. Jones en for the march, if the present plans
e
: The management of the
baseball pasturage and, as the acreage de
carried out
team wishes it understood that an ad- creased, Mr. Jones' animosity against
Ihe camp wll last two weeks. One
mission fee to the dance tonight will his neighbor increased, Moen says. ot the features of cam? life will be
not be charged of ladles. Men will According to Mr. Moen each deal has the band, which will practice each day.
he obliged to pay 25 cents The lad- brought down the wrath of Jones Professor Zingg will lead theorganiza- les are all invited to bo present and upon his head, the wrath increasing tl?.i Patents of aay of the boys who
In volume each time, until yesterday ir'.ie cu: to camp will be made wel
they need not bring their
Moen became angry tambien, and re- come errt will be nerved
with the
solved to file charges against Jones best the camp affords.
which resolution he carried out last
Roswell is now in the field with a
.
night
good baseball club and Is anxious to
The hearing of the case late this
TEXAS FARMERS' CONGRESS
schedule games with Las Vegas. Proafternoon promised to be an Interest
Collegia Station, Tex., July 30. The
vided the Roswell club can get games
one. Witnesses for both silcs fifteenth annual session of
with Santa Fe and Albuquerque, It is ing
,the Texas
were on hand at a the court room, Farmers' congress was called to order
likely it wi'l be brought heM for a
to testify as to the truth of the
today at the Texas Agricultural and
series of three games. To bring the ready
and both the complainant Mechanical College
charges,
Roswell boys here without the
by the president
and the defendant were resolved to of the congress, L. W. Kirkpatrick and
of other cities In this part o
the case to the finish, they said will remain In session three days.
the state would cost a large amount fight
The lattendianice is unusually .large
of money, owing to the great expense
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
and the gathering promises to be high-lof railway fare. Captain M. 8. MurFor parties remaining one month or
successful.
At the opening sesray, well known here, has assumyj
season. Address Harvey's sion the members were welcomed by
the
through
team.
of
the Roswell
management
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros. of- Hon. R. T. Milner, president of the
fice 614 Lincoln fivenue.
college, and Hon. J. S. Kerr, deliverTry a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
ed the response.
After President
at the Opera Bar.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
and Secretary-treasure- r
Kirkipatrick
Chicago, July 30. Cattle, receipts T. W, Larkin, of Beaumont had read
See window display of new mid' 4,500.
Market steady to shade low- their annual reports, and the custom
summer felts. Strass'.
er. Beeves $5.75 9.75; Texas steers ary committee had been
appointed,
$4.S56.90; western steers $5.80 Senor Zeferino Domlnguez, of Mexico,
7.80; stockers and feeders $46.70; gave an Interesting comparison of ag
READY FOR BUSINESS.
The Romero Mining Co. wishes to cows and heifers $2.758.10; calves ricultural conditions and advancement
in Mexico with that in the .United
announce that they have completed $6.259.75.
the installation of machinery for the Hogs, receipts 16,000, market steady States.
,
concentration of ores In their plaut, to shade higher. Lights $7.808.35;
The program for the three days of
the congress Is unusually interesting
and. will receive all kinds of ore for mixed $7.308.25;. .heavy $7.15
and comprises addresses by many auconcentration at a very reasonable 8.10; rough $7.157.35; pigs $6.80
thorities on agricultural subjects.
price; will give mill run tests on 8; bulk of sales $7.558.05.
Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market slow. Among the speakers are Professor G.
The capacity
any quantity desired.
of the plant is 50 tons of ore per Native $3.205; western $3.354.85; F. Warren, professor of farm manageday. Mill Is situated 16 miles from yearlings $4.256.25; lambs, native ment in Cornell University; Hon. D.
H. Bodie, of the United States de
Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore $4.257.65; western $4.407.80.
partment of agriculture; Hon. E. C.
per ton from Las Vegas to the mil.
GOVERNOR ASKS INQUIRY.
is 3. Address all commuiiicatio.is
of the Texas
Lassater,
Montgomery,
Ala,, July 30. The Cattlemen's association; D. A. Sauu- to Margarito Romero, general mana'
governor of Alabama this atternoon ders, of the United States
ger, El Porvenir, N. M.
department
announced he would request a county of agriculture; Hon.
Henry Exall, presgrand jury to inveslgate the killing ident industrial congress, Dallas, Tex
of P. J. Westhosen,. after whese as; Hon. Ed. R.
Kone, state commisdeath I. E. Boyett,
of Rich, sioner of agriculture; Hon. P. V. De
ard Tilles, the millionairo
traction Gray, fourth assistant postmaster gen
Cc!Mrs in WesrOor
magnate, was arrested. Wethosen eral, Washington, D.
C; Hon. F. M.
died of a bullet wound received while
Gralley, state superintendent of pubdriving with Mrs. Boyett. Tho negro lic instruction and many others.
Cents in
chauffeur was arrested this afternoon
accused of complicity in the murder.
The ut'tjp prints all the nw
Which are you saving 7
WILSON CONrERS
A few cents added to your
Trenton, N. J., July 30 Returning
laundry bill will be well spent
to the capital on his wesicty tilu Gov3SVI
If you receive In return a serernor Woodrow Wilsoh had a long
vice so conscientious and painsconference with 3eaaror
ark rtn ita
taking that your clothes wear
FRESH EVERY DAY
of Arizona, and KI'.'s m Sd ith ot
four times as long.
South Carolina, and later lunched
Soft water, pure soap, careful
with J, Taylor Elyjan, form?r lieuten
employes such service means
ant governor of Virginia.
a weekly economy on clothes
In the conference with the senators
that quickly runs into dollars.
the Arizonian urged the governor to
treat the tariff in his acceptance
Why 6t begin this economy
this week?' A phone or postal
speech, in such a way that it would
will bring a wagon to your door
Tba Best io The City
inspire the confidence of the business
men of the country.
promptly.
In
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n

1,1mm

BUFF LABEL
lb. 85 cents
i lb. 45 cents,
YELLOW LABEL

4 lb. 23 cents,

14

1

lb. 33 cents;

lb. ao cents,

i lb. 63 cents

xin.

ct Fit

In Ecf'al

THE CASH GROCER

Ox

Exact (it is absolutely necessary in low shoes
and Real Oxfords are the only
iow-cuin which you can be sure of getting exact
fit. Because Regals are the only shoes in the
world made in quartet-size- s
just double the usual
number of
s.
ready-to-we-

mm

ar

(s

shoe-fitting-

One,oftkt
New Regal

If your
it jurt
between th? usual halt ami
lull slices, you have heretofore
had to choose between shoes
a little loo flight or loo looae.
You don't have to accept a
near-f- it
any more. Come to
i (or
pair of Regal Oxfords
and secure pereel fit
and

Oxfords

-

ICE

I

Yc ur

, mi

comfort.

$G0

$350

a--

Crystal Qean

CATAWBA Unfermented

GOLDEN

DASS ISLAND GRAPE JUICE
The Champadne of Temperance

Beverages

H. GREENBERGER
SOLE AGENT

-

THE

SEASON'S

GREATEST
OPPORTUNITY

y

DBF:

'

'

,

55 and 65: ceiii' Sizes

To close out our
stock of refrigerators
we will give

25 PER CENT

OFF

.

J

o

Ha

STEARNS
GROCER
D M

OVAL-A-

UG1TE

LUMP
and R ETAIL

wholesale:
jj.
We

SCREEN

L7.

NUT

CO 3D Q3

CCCaS.YIMT.y' SCREENS

feisiop

AND WIEE

SCEEE1N0

... J.
At The Most ReagonySi prices

,

Get our quotations before buyir

LMS WEGMS

JLCJ.

Phone Main 150

At

t.

m

lb kz2 of t2 M of Evcrjtlcg Ed:"

Las
DAILY

earn
Laundry

Phone Mtiu 81

California, Colorado and New Mexico Fruits
and Vegetables. Peaches, Plunks, Pears, Apples,
Black Raspberries, Aprico t c Cantaloupes,

Watermelons.
Celery, Radishes, Lettuce, Onions, Green
and Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Surrimer Squash,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Nef Cabbage.

To Sow Clover and Blue Grass

GRAAF 6r IIAYVARD CO.

STORE

Coelies, Pies,

dies,

Joijiifs,
Fried Cakes am

iiafiaioi)

ids

J.

C

JGHNSEN & 50N
"Complete Furnishers of The Home."

WWW JMMWP

"FOI" CffiD

am

507 SIXTH
STRFBT

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From. Field to Can,
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF
FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE

PACKED.

;

QUALITY

--

Noted

EEDSMEN

For

PURITY

ass yoaii ghoceo

CLEANLINESS

Fen

"Four

bband

r
Every visiicr in Las Veas

o call

upon us. Brin your friends. Our store
is one of the "show places of Veas.
Mdkcr of Uncommon Jewlery.

THE SEED

PERRY ONION & SON
-S-

GOODS

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

For Lawns,
WE SELL

THE

...Bread, lolls,

;

Optic office.

THIS IS A GOOD TIME

A

ti

Are

Old papers for saw.

i
r

617 Douglat

CEREMONIES IN JAPAN.
Tokio, July 30. The great state
ceremonies in connection with the
change in the rulership of the Japanese empire caused by tho death early
yesterday morning of u.utsuhito and
the accession to"' the throne of his son,
Yo Shihitfc were continued today.

HE.

Come early so as to get a style to suit
you. Goods Gaaran-tee- d
to be sold on basis of original marked prices in plain
figures.

BAKERY GOODS

Old Town

VE ARE RECEIVING

Ml' EVERY REFHIGERATOR IN THE

son-du-li-

have on hand a complete stock of

......

...

Fca cash:

&

FLORISTS

PHONE
VEGAS

121

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

0 EVERYBODY

n

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

